Helping teachers deliver outdoor learning in the curriculum.

One day events with enjoyable workshops, presentations, networking opportunities, signposting to other training, advice and guidance from experts.

Enabling Outdoor Learning© will build confidence and competency as well as develop skills and understanding. These one day celebrations of outdoor learning are held in schools and their surrounding areas.

Teachers and those who help to deliver the curriculum have told us how their teaching was helped by an EOL event....

“.... new skills I’ll use straight away.”

“I was encouraged to find out how easy and applicable the activities were without needing a lot of resources.”

“Activities will fit into our current curriculum.”

The kind of things you will do during an Enabling Outdoor Learning Day:

- First Steps and an introduction to the thinking behind learning outdoors and getting out of the classroom.
- Problem Solving Activities
- Teambuilding Activities
- Developing fieldwork - literacy and numeracy as well as geography
- Cooking your lunch outdoors over a campfire
- Foraging and Fires
- Next Steps
Outcomes of initiating outdoor learning in school

- ‘Outdoor learning projects capture pupils’ imagination and make them keen to learn more’
- ‘Imaginative curriculum planning, particularly for outdoor learning means learning is purposeful, active and fun’
- ‘The many opportunities for pupils to learn outside the classroom generate an excitement about learning and help all pupils to experience success across many subject areas’
- ‘The well used outdoor facilities support learning across the curriculum and also allow pupils to find a quiet space to pause and reflect within the busy school day.’

Whatever outdoor space and facilities a school may have, these can be used and developed to provide an exciting learning environment where pupils can engage in stimulating learning experiences outside the classroom. Teachers who are confident and empowered to use the outdoors mean these learning opportunities can be realised to their full potential.

FIND OUT MORE

To find out how IOL can help YOUR school deliver Outdoor Learning with Enabling Outdoor Learning or a specific INSET day at YOUR school contact us at IOL on:

T: 01228 564580
E: institute@outdoor-learning.org

See our Enabling Outdoor Learning web page via www.outdoor-learning.org